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1INTRODUCTION
At the close of the 19th century, a tremendous up-
heaval took place in France a,nd a great change was wrought
in society, politics, religion, philosophy as well as in
art and literature. But the Romantic movement in art and
letters, which had its roots in the 18th century, v/as hin-
dered in its progress by the devastating havoc wrought oy
the revolution, and, to a certain extent, by the Napoleonic
wars which followed closely upon it. xt does not make its
appearance as a definite school until the 19th century
.
Its maxims have been ably summed up by M. Schneider ox the
Sorbonne as "un ^tat de la sensioilit^ qui se trouve dans
la 1 i ttdrature et dans les arts et qui consiste en une
sorte de separation du r^elle, un abandon k son propre
coeur et k son imagination." And just so, romanticism v/as c
state of mind or condition characterized by freedom ox
feeling or thought and expression as opposed to classical
restraint. The term is applied to that period in literature
and art where expression of individuality, deep emotion,
and imaginative feeling of freedom replaced the classical
era; where perfection of style became secondary to content;
where thought and feeling claimed for itself a paramount
interest over form; when clearness and precision of form

2so much appreciated by the classicists gave way before the
richness of color and expression of the Romanticists which
they cultivated through effects of light and movement.
Rousseau as far back as 1701, with the "Nouvelle
KdloSse" and his " Jonfessions" in 1781, had begun the re-
volt against classicism and sounded the note which was to
reawaken in artists and men of letters the feelings of
"nature, sentiment and individuality". During the years of
philosophical and physical revolution, when man’s time be-
longed almost exclusively to reorganizing the government
and tearing down tradition, the torch lighted by Rousseau
continued to kindle man’s mind. Translations of Shakes-
peare, Ossian, the internationally famous "V/erther" of the
young and romantic Goethe, Beaumarchais’ inflammatory
"Mar iage de Figaro", Bernardin de Saint Pierre’s lachrymose
"Paul et Virginie", the "drarne larmoyant" and the melodrama
of the Revolution are all manifestations of Romantic ten-
dencies in literature. The movement was by no means coni i-
ned to Prance alone, for if Rousseau influenced Fngi.ish
writers
,
he was in turn influenced by them. Richardson,
Scott, and Byron as well as Goethe and Schiller influenced
French authors just as Mme . de StaSl, Chateaubriand, and
Hugo influenced men of letters both in _.ngland and Germany
As in letters, so in art, "les hommes de la Rdvo-
'..
.. O'-
3lution ne partagaient pas les opinions de Rousseau sur l 1 in
fiuence corrputrice des beaux-ar ts . " They believed that
artists should contribute to national education, therefore
David was an important deputy to the Convention because he
was a great painter. He hao. the Royal Academy of painting
1
suppressed, that he might set up his own rules, but art
found itself as restrained in subject and form as ever it
had been under the Academy. The art of the Revolution and
the Empire abundantly reflected contemporary tendencies.
Ho longer did one see those "coquettish improprieties" of
Fragonard or Boucher, even the weepy sentimentality of
Greuze was out of fashoin. The political worship of Greece
2
and Rome suggested topics to David and his followers and
the salons attracted innumerable classical canvasses. Hot
only did Davidian theories dominate the Revolutionary pe-
riod, but the successive periods of the Directoire, the
Consulate, and the Empire. David was faithful to his Greco
roman aesthetic ideals but at the cost of lightness, suotle
ty and individuality in his art. it is evident tho,t David
labored under certain difficulties when called upon by
Hapoleon to portray contemporary events. Hotice in "La
Distribution des Aigles", the stand of the generals ap-
proaching the Emperor, the proportions of the bodies, the
beauty of their attitudes, the majesty and rhythm of their
1. Hourticq, Louis. France, p.309
‘ • '-right, H..-.C. Background of Modern French Literature.
p % 6o
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4movements, "but they are cold, passionless, when their faces,
their whole being should be burning with ardor; they look
like Greeks clothed in the pomp and glory of the Napoleonic
era. But David could turn from the "Serment des Horace" to
the "Serment du Jeu de Paume" without visible effort, both
being classical in conception.
Napoleon protected art in somewhat the same man-
ner as did Louis XIV, for his own glory. In the salons of
1608-1810, the imperial army rode to glory with the Empe-
1
ror at its head. A few of the better known canvasses for
1808 were "Le Sacre de Napoldon" by David; "Le Champ de
bataille d’Eylau" by Gros; Guerin, "S .K.l 'Empereur par-
donnant aux r^voltds du Caire"; Girodet, "S .M.l ’Empereur
recevant les clefs de Vienne'
1
,
and many more could be
added by Horace Vernet, Rober t-LefIvre , Gamier and G-d-
rard. Exhibited in 1810 we find Girodet’ s "R^volte du
Caire"; Gros’ "Prise de Madrid"; "La Distribution des
Aigles " by David; "la Bataille de Rivoli" by ^.eynier. t
was at this time the glorification of Napoleon, his family,
his armies, his victories, ^ven so, Napoleon roused the
crowds and if "he drains the peoples of their bloou, he
injects such ferment into their souls that thej seem
2
,
.
date from him." He is restless, he wants color, action,
drama with Napoleon as the center of it all. He may have
1. Hourticq, Louis p, 314
2. Paure, Elie. History of Art. v. 4 . P.2C1.
.,
!
.
.
: i
5been self-centered but by encouraging the representation
of spectacular events, he reSmphasized costume and back-
ground. Thus some of the original school of David, like
Prud’hon ("Enlevement de Psyciid") and G-ros ( "Les Pestifd-
res de Jaffa") paved the way for the rich coloring and
scenic effects of Romantic painting.
One of the most widely read figures during the
Empire period was lime, de Stafil, who through her great
work "de 1 1 Aliemagne " opened the vast field of German
thought to the French mind. Goethe in his old age remarked
that "de 1’ Aliemagne" was like a big gun which had made a
breach in the Chinese wall of prejudice and indiiference
1
concealing Germany from France. As one writer says "she
europeanized modern thought". At this period in Germany,
when Goethe, Schiller, Klopstock and Schlegel were world
renowned personnages, France had totally neglected their
works, A ereat German writer says to M. Autry in a letter
with regard to his translation of the "Sorrows ol ,, er ther
"It has given me no small uneasiness to find that scarcely
a single Frenchman is sufficiently versed in Geiman vC
furnish a good translation of our best literary productions
and particularly the "Sorrows of Werther", as such a
translation would inevitably tend to inspire the fiench
with a more favorable idea of my countrymen than they are
1. Butler, Kathleen. History of French Literature. p,17
======
*
'
.
6now willing to entertain. Indeed, though we are anxious to
acquire the approbation of foreigners in general, we know'
enough of French literature to give decided preference to
the applause of that country which has produced a Corneille,
a Racine, a Moli&re, a Voltaire, a Rousseau and so many
other men of genius whose talents have excited the adrnira-
1
tion of all Europe."
Of the forerunners of Romanticism, Chateaubriand
exercised the most immediate s,nd imposing influence
"He leads the Romantic movement in the revival of medieval-
ism and aesthetic Christianity, the impassioned description
of exotic nature and the enthronement of the melancholy
2
ego therein."
Victor Hugo called Romanticism "un fait ae civili-
sation" and "liberalism in art", by these phrases he sug-
gested the upheaval which took place in men’s souls _ ~ a
result not only of 1789 or 1793, but of the wars oi i &\jo-
leon and the necessity of new means of expression, ihe
young artists and writers of the 19th century came into
the world when all things combined to move imagination and
emotion. The "jeunesse soucieuse" bore the mark oi glories
and disasters such as the modern world had never witnessed
These ardent restless young spirits demanded something less
rhetorical than Delille’s verses, or Gudrin’s and Giroaet’s
1. Goethe, Wolfgang. Sorrows Of Werther. p.viii.
2. Nitze & Dargan. History of French Liter; ture. P.50?
, .
71
cold academies. Numbers of "brilliant youths, no longer
hampered by academic training or the traditions of the sa-
lons, turned their efforts to art and literature. These
'youths who congregt ted in the cafds and ateliers were of
the new generation, a generation fed on the memories of the
guillotine and the Napoleonic wars, a generation whose
hearts were surcharged with emotion and who sought an out-
let in the arts. They were a wild young crew who lived only
for today, and Gautier gives many amusing anecdotes of thes
s
young rebels who wished to rival Byron’s orgies at Newstead
2
Abbey. But as Champfleury remarks, many a Jeunes-France
who boasted of drinking punch from a skull, really sipped
camomile tea from a china cup. Gautier summarizes their
philosophy in these few lines:
"Q.u’est-ce que la vertu? Rien, moins que rien, un mot
A rayer de la langue ....
En avant les viveursi Usons bien nos beaux ans.
Raisons les lord Byrons et les petits don Juans;
Fumons notre cigare, embrassons nos waitresses;
Enivrons-nous , amis, de toutes les ivresses,
Jusqu’ &. ce que la i.ort, cette vieille Cr tin,
Nous tire par la manche au sorti du les tin,
Et, nous amadouant de sa voix douce et fausse,
Nous fasse aller cuver notre vin dans la losse.
'
(Podsies Completes)
Fortunately, however, for the good name of Romanticism
its greater representatives Hugo, Lamartine, u-dncault
and
Delacroix were of a less eccentric character; they
were a
friendly group belonging to fraternal arts which,
during
1. Kingsley, Rose. A History of French Art 11GQ-1699. p.284~
. Maurois, Andrd
.
Vie de Byron.
.'
8the next few years ,were to he closely allied. Rosenthal,
the French critic, rather obstinately refuses to admit the
association between art and literature during the Romantic
period ;he even goes so far as to say that any comparison
between Delacroix and Hugo would be "sophistique " and
2
"spdcieux", yet Vitet evidently did not think so when he
said, "Delacroix was to painting what Hugo was to poetry".
Rosenthal even seems to begrudge the fact that the a.rtists
and writers may have been friends. My researches lead me to
believe that they did fraternize and that the plastic arts
and literary expression had much in common.
The very strength of the Romantic school was in this
union of artists and poets. "Ceux-ci apprenaient lire
plus nettement dans le uokme abondant et dclatant de la
nature, ceux-lci parvenaient en echange & pdndtrer dans la
foret compliqu^e et enivrante aussi de la literature.
Les uns et les autres s’appelaient aux memes fetes communes
ceux-ci &. visiter quelque coin rdcemment d^couvert da.ns
une valine des environs de Pe.ris; ceux-ci & la lecture d’un
drame
.
" Madame Victor Hugo did not fa.il to mention a,mong
the poets youthful friends, the painters Louis Boulanger,
4
the Dev^ria brothers and Eugene Delacroix. Louis Boulan& el
was, in the eyes of Hugo, the greatest artist of the times
and in a superb apostrophe he salutes his friends Boulanger
1. Rosenthal, Ldon. La Peinture Romantique. Part III. ch. If.
-2
.
Globe. 4 novembre 1826
5. Burty, Philippe. Maitres et petits maitres. p. 235
4. Victor Hugo racont^ par un teSmoin de sa vie. XI, IX Amis
5/ Rosenthal, JA on. p.280.
-.
...I .. l-—
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,
and Sainte-Beuve :
A rnes amis L.B. et S.B.
Marchez, frkres jum aux, 1’ artiste avec l’apotre’.
L'un nous peint 1’univers que nous explique 1’ autre,
Car pour notre bonheur,
Chacun de nous, sur terr$
;
a sa part qu’il reclame;
A toi Peintre: le monde’. a toi Pokte: l’ame’.
A tous deux le seigneur.
(Feuilles d’automne XXVII & XXVIII)
Further evidence of this great friendship with Louis Bou-
langer is found in his poems as "0 Louis’, je songeais I . . .
.
Baign^ a’ ombre sereine"(Les Rayons et les Ombres XXIX).
"Louis, voici le temps de respirer les roses" (Les voix
int^r ieures ) . "La legende de la Honne" and "Les deux arches
from "Odes et Ballades" are also dedicated to L.B. Finally,
would not the famous premiere of "Hernani" serve to affirm
this friendship ? On th. t memorable evening, Louis Boulange
Achile and Eugfene Dev4ria, C^lestin llanteuil, Prdault,
Jehan du Seigneur as well as Thdophile Gautier, Gerard de
ITerval and Petrus Borel receive.- the complimentary pass
marked "Hierro".
With the exhibition of Gdricault’s Xaueau de la
Mdduse", came the breaking point in classical and romantic
x
art. This great work shows a group of shipwrecked men in
all stages of exhaustion, starvation, hope, even death;
all the emotions are brought into play, culminating in ohe
figure of the negro who sights the almost imperceptible
sail on the horizon. The whole picture, from beginning to
* *
.
.
II
'
10
end, was a definite departure from David and his theories
...subject, form, color, emotion, every thing .. .never had
Drench art seen anything li~e it’. However, the success of
the painting was not entirely due to its artistic merit,
for the subject which Gdricault had chosen to paint, had,
a year before, provoked a political agitation. The h-dduse"
had set sail from Aix for Senegal June 17, 1616 , and had
run aground far from the African coast on July 2 ; govern-
ment officials and officers were accused of negligence, and
the opposition made use of the affair to attack the party
in power. G^ricault had painted an actual event in the
light of an historical picture. Art had entered a
new
stage, now it is going to feel, to suj-xer, to
xove.
In 1822 appeared Delacroix who carried
pictorial
Romanticism on his shoulders as Hugo carried literary ro-
manticism. in 1827, Hugo’s celebrated "Preface de Cromwell'
was published: a document considered as the manifesto ol
the new school. The author demands a "melange de genres",
that mixture of tragic and comic effects so conspicuous in
Romantic literature and in particular Romantic drama. In
art this phase was developed through the Romantic interest
in medievalism. Gothic architecture is the most perfect
example of the mingling of the sublime and the grotesque
with its fairy-like spires ascending in a prayer to the
1. Rosenthal, L£on. p.83
.
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Almighty and its devilish little gargoyles sticking their
tongues out at the world’. Hugo repeatedly asserts: "Tout ce
qui est dans la nature est dans l’art", as though he had
discovered something entirely new. The real importance of
Hugo’s manifesto is in the new liberty which it evokes and
the new theories which it sets in action.
In attempting to work out this parallelism in art
and literature, I want to show, principally, that the same
tendencies that influenced literature also influenced art
and that the artists drew a g., eat deal of subject matter
from contemporary writers. For convenience sake I have
divided the subject into several chapters such as, "le mal
du sifecle", religion, satanism, exoticism etc. These divi-
sions are far from being water-tight compartments and there
will probably be much overlapping. Just as the Romantic
tendencies in literature go back to the latter part of the
18th century finding expression in Rousseau and Bernardin
de Saint Pierre, so we find in art the sentimental painting
of Greuze and Vigde-Lebrun . Then came a sort of classic
reaction which accentuated Greece, expressed expecially in
the poet Andr 4 Chenier and David and his school, t is
Greece was a more or less romantic Greece, not the Greece
of 17th century France. The interregnum brought about by
the French revolution prevented a calm expression of arts
s
,-
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and letters. But the opening years of the 19th century
^ thie works of Chateaubriand and Mme. de StaSl, literary off-
spring of Rousseau, and the aintings of Gros and Gdricault
especially "Les Pestifdr^s de Jaffa” (1604) and "Radeau de
la lidduse" (1819), Romanticism became more conscious of it-
self. It is no longer a vague and sentimental revolt, it is
articulate and positive. It lays down its laws in Hugo’s
"Preface de Cromwell", the "Table of the Law of Romanticism
and like all laws containing theories, allowed for a wide
range of interpretation. The young Romantics interpreting
in their own light found there exaggerated license instead
of the new liberty intended by the author. It is with the
first half of the 19th century that I am chiefly concerned
in this paper, and in the subsequent pages 1 shall try to
that art and letters go hand in hand, and that there is a
close parallelism between painting an literature of the
Romantic period.
it
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CHAPTER II
HISTORY, MEBILVaL ADD MODERN
Essentially the Romantic movement was a rebel-
lion; a new age was asserting itself. Invariably, the pre-
sent looks for support against the immediate past to the
more remote past and rarely fails to find it. So it was,
that since the elder generation leaned on the 17th century,
the Romantic writers appealed to the 16th century and the
middle ages v/hich the classic writers and critics either
ignored or termed barbaric and Gothic, a term of opprobrium
in the 17th century.
The craze for Ossian which swept over Europe
during the latter part of the 18th century, seemed to give
a great impetus to the medieval "engoument . Ohateaubr iand
in his "G£nie du Chr istianisme " exalted the faith of the
medieval man, Hugo made the medieval cathedral the hero
of "Notre Dame", but it was Scott who made the medieval
novel popular in Europe. Dumas was quick to seize upon
this popular fancy, and his novels and piays supplied much
melodramatic and imaginative material supposedly medieval
in color. Most of this medievalism was, of course, false,
but the Romantic generation of the early nineteenth cen-
tury accepted it as historically true. Then, flushed with
.
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the victories of Napoleon, poets and painters began to turn
to the immediate present and made him the subject of their
imaginative literature and painting. He too, became an exag-
gerated hero, like so many of the Romantic heroes of the
niddle ages, a man of destiny, a man of the people who ruse
to dizzy heights and carved for himself an empire.
When
,
in 1602, Chateaubriand published "Le G£nie du
Chr istianisme"
,
he had not only added to the foundation of
the "culte du moi" laid by Rousseau, but he hac. reintroduced
into French literature and art a, taste for medievalism in
which he evoked memories of ancient France in the Gothic
cathedrals. He revealed to minds worn by the excesses of th 3
18th century and the Revolution all the resources offered
by the Christian religion, the stories of martyrdom of its
saints, the pomp of its religious ceremonies. The frontis-
piece as well as a sketch "Les Tombeaux" for tne edition of
1837 show these Gothic tendencies.
The most magnificent work showing medieval in-
fluence was Delacroix’s "Prise de Constantinople par ies
Crois^s". At the summit of a flight of stone steps on a
broad platform overlooking Constantinople is a band of six
triumphant Crusaders, armed and mounted on richly capari-
soned horses, with pennants flying. On either hand are the
wounded and dying, on the left an old man and a young girl
=
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begging for mercy, on the right the figure of a beautiful
maiden bending over an older woman. In the background a
gray-white city smoking in various parts where the Crusaders
have been guilty of incendiarism. The brilliant b-ue of the
Bosphorus and the darker blue of the further mountains, the
clouds of smoke rolling against a deep sapp: ire sky form a
pleasing contrast to the warn colors in the foreground.
Delacroix depicts vividly the time, place, and entirety of
his subject, one grows ecstatic over his coloring, coloring
that like a divine breath animates his creatures. Vhat
matters then, the fact that perfect drawing was not pait of
his equipment?
Victor Hugo more than any other writer of the pe-
riod seemed to absord and express medieval atmosphere.
This was so true that Daumier drew a caricature ol Hugo 101
the "Galerie des Pous Contemporains 1655" entitled "Hugoth
..Victor Hugo cr&ve le plafond de sa crane g^an u . Anotl er
by Gil shows the poet carrying the model for Notre Dame
under his arm. Parisians went mad over "Notre Dame de Pari
when it appeared in 1651. In its pages, Paris of the midala
ages actually existed for them, they admired the man who
h
brought to life the manners, customs, superstitions and
laws of the people, the man who led them into the
"Cour ae
Miracles", the taverns and the Palais de Justice, me;/
lov
«id
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Esmeralda and her little white goat, the handsome captain
Phdbus de Chateaupers, and felt an infinite pity for Qua-
simodo, the hunch-back bell-ringer. But above all did the
Cathedral of lotre Dame impress them, for the real hero of
the novel is the cathedral; the description of this edifice
is one of the best in all Drench literature, hot only did
Hugo delight in the descriptions of Gothic cathedrals but
also in the drawing of them, for he was a gifted artist and
covered the m; rgins of his many manuscripts with sketches.
He might well have illustrated his own works. His arav/ing
"La Cathddrale" of lc 38 is particularly attractive in a
sombre quiet way. An unsigned frontispiece for Hotre Dame
ws.s made for the third edition of 1831 showing Esmeralda
giving drink to Quasimodo who is tied to a pillar; "Be beau
et le laid; Esmeralda et Quasimodo". Kanteuil drew two
frontispieces
,
both beautiful and both representing scenes
from the novel in a series of Gothic frames arranged to
resemble the front of a cathedral, in the center was a
picture of Hugo. Boulanger’s sketch of "La cour des mira-
cles is rather good. Chifflart gives us a perlectly
splendid view of the cathedral at the moment when Quasi-
modo, who has me 1 tec the lead of tne drain-pipes, pours
the boiling liquid on the mass attacking tne church ( _no on
X ch IV). L.-O.Merson presents "Esmeralda bravant les
—• ' ^ '
I
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hudes de la foule, donne d bo ire & Quasimodo torturd sur le
pilori" ^Book VI, ch. IV,)
.
Finally Tony Johannot in 1852 paints
"1’ Amende honorable d’ Esmeralda" showing the beautiful
interior of a Gothic cathedral, such as Hugo himself might
have pictured.
The "Waverley hovels" of Walter Scott proved a fo-
reign influence of tremendous importance and did much to
help revive the spirit of medievalism from an historical
point of view. Poets, dramatists, artists and novelists
begin to t ke interest in "coaleur locale", in costumes,
customs and speech of the period in which the story or
painting lay. The success of "Ivanhoe'' and "Quentin Durwooc
gave reality to the I iddle Ages and the loth century. Lore
over, the loth century was often regarded as the end of the
Middle Ages rather than the beginning of modern times.
From Scott’s own novels, artists drew innumerable canvasses
Delacroix alone, besides painting the famous "Assassin® +
I’E /pq’iR r! a T.ifece " l®ftt "Front-de —boeuf le ouii , iu on i— c.s-
boeuf et la sorcidre, Ivanhoe, 1’EnUvement cle Rebecca,
Redgaun tlet et Richard Coeur-de-xhon , Richara et ,>ambc.
,
Ivanhoe et Rebecca dans le chateau de Front-de-boeuf " , all
from the novel "Ivanhoe": "Archers de la gs rde ecossaise
from ..pient in Durwood, and "La Fiancee de Lamermoor" iron
tne
Eride of Lamermoor. From this same author Devfiria drew
1. Robaut, Alfred. L’ Oeuvre complet d’Lug&ne Delacroix
.•'
'
•
;
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a lithograph showing IVi.--.nhoe and Rebecca in the castle, and
"Marie Stuart £cout; nt sur l’dchafaud la lecture de son
arret de mort." rlo Delaroche’s brush we owe "Le pr^tendant
sauv£ par Miss MacDonald" and to Tony Johannot "Amy Robsart
The historical novel and play were particularly in
vogue at the time. To Dumas, history was a sort of peg on
which to hang his imagination, but in spite of historical
inaccuracies, he succeeded in leaving some exciting and
interesting works, ^jnong his historical plays and novels
I shall name only a few such as "Henri III et sa cour",
"La Tour de Nesle" , "Charles VII", "le Comte de Monte
Cristo", "les Trois Mousquetaires" , and "Isbel de Bavi&re"
for which Paul Huet made two very romantic woodcuts. Hugo
also enriched Drench literature with several novels and plcfl.ys
of an historical nature, namely "Ruy-Dlas", "Lucrlce ^.orgia
"Mar i e Tudor" and "Cromwell", the latter play never having
been intended for the stage on account of its great length
was made famous by its celebrated "Preface". Rochegrosse
gives us a rather good portrait of the Dictator while
Delaroche presents "Cromwell gazing into the coffin of
Charles I". About this time Alfred de Vigny writes 'La
Mar^chale d’Ancre", and also one of the most popular nisoo-
rical novels of the period, "Cinq Mars", from which Dela-
roche paints two fine pictures, "Richelieu remontant le
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Rhone vers Lyon, suivi de la barque qui conduit Cinq Mars
et De Thou au supplice", and "Richelieu et Cinq Mars".
Napoleon had not been over popular with the French
people during his reign, when people had suffered from
tyranny, physical and economic hardships, when the manhood
of the country had been sapped by countless deaths on the
battlefields. But no sooner was he in exile than the French
made pan idol of him, his sins were forgiven, and the Napo-
leonic legend began to flourish. Byron had been the first
to surround Napoleon’s name with a poetic halo. When Hugo
shows his hero "attelc nt des rois au char de ses victoires 11
or using "les trones pour marchepieds
" ,
when he portrays
the prisoner of Sainte-H£l£ne as "manquant d’air dans la
cage oh l’exposent les rois", one wonders if, perhaps, Hugo
hadn’t stored in his memory some of the most beautiful
poetic thoughts of Childe Harold, 1 ’ Age de Bronze, or the
1
Ode to Napoleon. Who hasn’t read "l’Arc de Triomphe"
,
"la
Colonne Vendome", or "Les Deux lies"... "Ln Corse, h Sainte-
Hdlhne...le nocher croit voir le sombre cap itaine ... Immobile
croiser ses bras." And it was Hugo who wrote:
"Toujours lui’. Lui partout’. Ou brulante ou glacde
Son image sans cesse dbranle rna pensde."
During the Monarchy of July, Napoleon was in the
plays of every theatre. Dumas wrote "Napoleon Bonaparte ou
trente ans d’histoire de France", played in 1631. In the
1. ^st&ve, Edmond. Byron et le romantisme frangais. p.lol.
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course of eight to ten months, six dramas had been written
on the same subject. In 1638 Heine records, in his corres-
pondence
-rom Paris, that when a play at a boulevard
theatre brought in the emperor or an imperial episode, it
was applauded. People went mad, and were roused to tears
and excitement by the words "Jena", "French Eagle", "la
Orange Armee". However, it is not in these dramas of the
contemporary period, but in the plays the t take us back to
the 1-th century and the Middle Ages the t reflect Ha oleon
image. "Catherine of Sweden" in the third act has abdica-
' s
ted ana lives fir from her kingdom, she has but one thought:
to enter Sweden and dethrone Charles Gustave. Could one be
mistaken? It is not she who speaks in the long monologue,
it is Hapoleon ready to quit Elba. In "Richard Darlington"
and in "Charles VII chez ses grands vasseaux", Dumas utili-
zed Hapoleon’ s divorce, depicting the scene between hapo-
leon and Josephine even to the fainting of the latter. The
stamp of Hapoleon is as strong if not stronger in Hugo’s
theatre. Hapoleon seems to inspire his monologue as typified
by Don Carlos in the fourth act of "Hernani", and the tri-
bute to Charles Quint by Ruy Elas in the play by that name
Finally and perhaps the most striking, is the comparison
found in the "Eurgraves This time it is the return from
Elba that inspires the poet when he describes the struggle
of the "burgraves" and the Emperor Barbarossa,
.
1. Wright, C ,H ,C. p. 99
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There is even a more marked tendency towards glo-
rified napoleonism in art than in literature. Gros is the
interpreter par excellence. "Bonaparte au Pont d’Arcole"
shov/s fiery eyes and an imperious mouth crying :"Soldats,
n etes-vous pas les braves de Lodi? Suivez-moi." Who, once
having seen, could ever forget that glorious chronicle of
the hardships of war "le champ de bataille d’Lylau"? 1/ho
could forget that snow covered with the blood of thousands
of men, those tell-tale mounds under the snow, th t lowering
sky misty from cannon smoke? Who could forget those soldiers
paralyzed by the cold, the face of one man in the fore^rounc.
refusing help from a doctor, or the loyalty on the counte-
lance of the poor man who kisses the hem of the Emperor’ s
' oat? Gros also painted the t masterpiece "Les Pestifdrds de
Jaffa", whose subject is heroic and whose colors are so warn
f-nd rich. Eor Gros loved light and color: "On ne fait pas de
peinture & la spartiete" he would say to his pupils when the
1
colors on their palettes were too dull. In both the last
named paintings, the artist gives much more than a scene of
combat, the pity and sadness of the conqueror, the despair
and reige of the conquered or a, lowering sky, he makes war
more than a picturesque scene, for he excites emotions hi-
therto unimagined in art. Gros also did "La bataille d’Abou-
kir", "La bataille des Pyramides", "Lntrevue de Napoleon et
1. Delestre, Jearni-Laptiste . Gros, sa vie et ses ouvrages.
p.357.
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de Arango is II apr£s Austerlitz". To Gerard we owe a magni
fic-nt ortrait of the Emperor in his coronation robes; to
’rud’hon "Triomphe du Premier Consul"; to Louis Isabey "Le
ocoobre lc
' o .A .R . le prince de Joinville commandant lc
frdgate la E lie Poule
, dtant A Sainte-HdlAne fait embar-
quer A son bord le corps de l’Empereur Lapoldon pour le
ramener en Prance"; Delaroche also had a penchant for Napo
leon and painted "Napoleon at Fontainebleau", "Napoleon
crossing the Alps", "Napoleon at Saint-Helena"
; from the
brush of Horace Vernet "La bataille d’Idna", "la bataille
&e 't/agrarrl " and that memorable scene "Les adieux de Fontaine
bleau " when Napoleon’s voice ringing with emotion cries:
"Acaeu encor e une fois, mes vieux compagnons’ Que ce der-
nier baiser passe dans vos coeurs." One could go on ad in-
finitum naming paintings inspired by the Little G neral as
artists unceasingly painted the Pyramids, Wagrara, Egypt,
italy or Austria, forever recalling the sands of the desert
or the snows of the Baltic.
One might gather the impression that artists were
unvoted only to Napoleon. In my researches however, I found
that Delacroix sp rned Napoleon as a subject altogether,
he was fond of battle scenes though, for he painted three
veil-known ones:"La bataille de Nancy", "la bataille de
-oj tiers 1
,
and la bataille de Taillebourg"
,
Prom contempo-
_*
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rary history he drew "Boissy d’Anglas & la Convention" and
th t famous patriotic canvas "Le 28 juillet 1850: la Liber-
ty' guidant le peuple
"
,
reproductions of which can be found
in every french boy’s history book. Myer’s "Bataille de
Trafalgar" is rather impressive and illustrates the followin
scene: le vaisseau framjais "Le Rdoutable" succombe sous
les coups de trois vaisseaux anglais. Mais une balle partiel
du Redoutable tue ilelson, & bord du. Victory". Dev^ria’s
"Sen ent de Louis-Philippe & la Chambre des D^put^s" is not,
to be compared with his "Laissance d’Kenri IV", a wonderful
painting teeming with life, action, brilliant colors. Who
could halp taking a fancy to the gaily decked little dwarf
in the foreground? Devdria exhibited this canvas in 1827 at
the same salon as Selacroix exhibited "Sardanapale
"
,
it was
A
Lever ia’s "coup de maitre" and for a moment, e>, moment only.
g
1
was he Delacroix’s rival.
The vast middle class liked the type of picture based
on historical anecdote for they could understand it. Dela-
roche’s "tableaux vivants" were immensely popular. Among
his historical works are sev ral dramatic scenes such as
"the Death of C-ueen Elizabeth", a bazaar of crackling bro-
cades and stiff velvets; the "Execution of Lady Jane Grey",
"the Children of Edward IV in the Tower", "Marie Antoinette
turning away from her trial", "Mazarin dying", a "Scene
I. Blanc, Charles. Les Artistes de non temps. p.9G.
'.
\
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from Saint Bartholomew’s Massacre", and that famous "Meurtr
du due de Guise" which is unsurpassed in dramatic arrangeme (it,
The dead body lies by the side of the bed, the carpet,
twisted and awry
,
tells of the struggle of the group of
nobles now shrinking tov/ards the door where stands the
coward, Henry III, on whose countenance can be read the
words attributed him by history; "How tall he looks, so much
taller than in life." These paintings won for Delaroche the
1
title of "Painter- in-ordinary to decapitated majesties."
1. Wright, C.H.C. p. 169
—-
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CHAPTER III
HE MAL DU SiECLE
i elancholy was one of the Muses enthroned in
the hearts and minds of the young Romantics. Poets of all
ages have played more or less with melancholy, but the
Romantic poets, more than any poets, before or since, hug-
ged gloomy thoughts to their bosoms and brooded over them.
They encouraged each other to give vent to this melancholia
which eventually acquired the name of "le mal du sikcle".
They posed- as consumptives, there was even an dcole poitri-
naire, they swooned at the sight of a beautiful moon or at a
colorful sunset. They assumed an ennui over all things in
life and nothing could rouse them from this sadness. There
was the "jaloux tdndbreux" whose love was fatal, doomed to
frustration and disappointment. Women became more fickle
than poets had ever made them. "It is all lovers, lovers,
loved ones, persecuted ladies fainting in lonely pavilions,
postilions done to death at every relay, horses broken
down on every page, somber forests, heart pangs, vows,
sobs, tears, and kisses, skiffs in the moonlight, nightin-
gales in the thickets, gentlemen brave as lions, gentle as
lambs, virtuous beyond all possibility, always well dressed
1
and weeping pitcherfuls."
1. Flaubert, Gustave. M< dame Bovary. ch.vi.
.
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So exaggerated did this sentimental sadness become,
that the wits seized upon it and satirized it. This same
Luse in ironic vein inspired Tony Johannot to group on his
canvas
.. .moonl ight
,
a lake, crosses, tombs, a broken marble
column, a pensive young man, all symbols of sadness. This
Ruse also prompted an unknown to leave a charming engraving
"la Reverie Roman tique" which shows a young man walking
through an idyllic country, he is deep in thought and his
whole expression is one of melancholy. There were those,
however, who poked fun at the languishing Romantic hero;
Mantoux and Chey&re, for instance, give us a satirical
study of "la L'^lancolie roman tique", showing a young man
enveloped in a long black cloak, sitting on some rocks, in
the background a gothic spire, with several bats flying
about, as much to say "they all had bats in their belfries".
Bernardin de Saint Pierre had already hearkened to
the Ruse of melancholy when he wrote "Paul et Virginie’,’
for which many beautiful illustrations have been made. 1
shall mention first those drawn by Paul Huet for the Curiner
edition of 1838; they are woodcuts as striking and as de-
tailed as any -ainting could be, there are about eight in
all, six of which are marines: "I’Ouragan", "le Rocher des
adieux", "la Mer" over which flies a flock of sea-gulls
whose wings give a sombre aspect to a cloudy sky , "Un
===== = ===== - — —
—
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vLhsseau
,
and "le Cap i.alheureux"
, All subjects scrupu-
lously follow the text and unite in them to a marvelous
degree, pathos, horror and movement. Girodet painted "Le
passe ge G.U torrent
,
i oreau le jeune did "les Adieux" for
Didot’s edition of 1606, Prud’hon’s "Raufrage de Virginie"
is beautiful and touching in its simplicity, while Johannot’
''I.ort de Virginie" shows the narrator of the story, Domini-
que, the negro, weeping beside the body of Virginie.
The melancholy touch is characteristically developed
in "Rend " who shows the decided influence of "Werther". For
"Werther"
,
e'est un moment du sidcle, rnais e’est un dpoque
1
dans la vie de tout jeune sensible". Indeed Rend might
have been the twin brother to the German hero, except that
the soul of the former was afflicted onuy by a malady more
imaginative than real, while the soul of Werther was one
driven to despair by the harshness of society. So deeply
did this sadness, discouragement, irritated pride, spirit
of world weariness and wounded-soul attitude of Rend im-
press men of letters that the names "le mal du sidcle" and
"mal de Rend" became synonomous. These melancholy writings
usually struck an individual note, for in Rend it is Cha-
teaubriand himself who despairs of life before finding out
what life holds for him, who gives up the struggle before
has begun. Chateaubriand developed to a great extent that
1. Strowski, F. Tableau de la littdrature frangaise au XIX<
sidcle. p.68.
*
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''sentiment du moi" vihich is prevalent in many Romantic
poems, novels and dramas. As one writer very aptly expres-
1
sed it, 'the classicists said nous
, the Romantics mo j . 11
From the edition of 1805, v;e have a sketch entitled "Rene*
dans 1 ’ exc£s de son ddsespoir trouble la cdrdmonie dans
laquelle Arndlie prend le voile. Ddfaillante celle-ci est
emmende par les religieuses . " Alfred Joharmot left a tender
scene between brother and sister "Amdlie et Ren<*".
"Atala" also was filled with that fatal overpower ing
melancholy that caused the maiden to take poison and Chacta
to mourn his beloved. There is rather a touching scene in
the edition of 1805 which shows "La mort d' Atala ... Chactas
et le p&re Aubry veillant aupr&s de la d^pouille d 1 Atala".
In 1608 Lordon painted "Atala dying is consoled by Rather
Aubry and Chactas". One of the first great works of the
Romantic period was G-irodet’s "les Eundrailles d’ Atala",
that poignant portrayal of the moment in which Atala’ s body
is about to be placed in the ground. Every muscle of Chactafe’
exquisitely moulded body is tense with sorrow, and the priest
seems to weep as he gazes down upon the inert form of the
Indian maiden.
line, de Stall’s "Corinne" is a portrayal of the au-
thor herself, a charming accomplished woman, emancipated
for thr t
’
day and age, who seeks fulfillment in music, art,
II1. Souriau, Maurice. Histoire du Romantisme n France, p. LI
— -
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and love but who is doomed to find it nowhere. A sketch of
minor importance was made by Mauvoisin "Corinne lisant une
lettre d’ Oswald", while at the salon of 1622 were exhibited
two excellent canvasses "Corinne improvisant au cap Mis&ne
one by Leopold Robert, the other, and best known by Pran-
501 s Gdrard which hung for many years in Mne
. Recami r’s
salon at 1 ’ Abbay e-aux-Bo is
.
It was in i.his same salon that Delacroix made his
initial bow to French art with that gorgeously sombre
painting "Dante et Virgile aux Enfers"
. Delacroix, the
prince of Romantic painters was well educated and extremely
veil read. He studied for many years at Gudrin*s studio
where Gericault was also a student; later he went to the
Beaux Arts. Minor works were followed by "Dante et Virgile"
m 1822, and "les Massacres de Scio" in 1624. Thereafter
his works were in great demand both by individuals and by
the government. In 1833, Thiers asked him to paint four
allegorical figures for the Salon du Roi in the Chamber of
Deputies, he then did the Library of the Chamber as well
as the ceiling of what is known today as the Senate. To
return once more to "Dante et Virgile' 1
,
here is individua-
lity, ne re is the "moi" of the writers as Delacroix trans-
lated it onto canvas by means of his choice of subject, his
coloring, his iorms and the "fowgue" of the whole composi-
tion. There was forceful individuality in art as well as in
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literature anc. to further this personal note, each artist
was -is own master, free to interpret every whim, every
fancy, every dream as he chose. Color v/as the principal
means of expressing personality and how Delacroix loved it!
"he felt in color, as a musician in sounds, and played upor
the chromatics of color, somewhat as a musician upon the
chromatics of sound, he made color itself a source of emo-
1
tional appeal." Form, with which Ingres also was much pre-
occupied, v/as an agent of expression, as we can see by com-
paring "Le Sorment des Horaces” and ,: Les Sabines" of David
with Delacroix’s "Dante et Virgile". In the first named,
the setting is effective, I will admit, the brothers stand
with a single patriotic feeling, the si:.ters weep and the
mother draws the youngest child to her breast. In spite of
this, we are conscious of a certain staginess, conscious of
having before us a group of well-drilled supers, we are not
stirrea by the pathos and heroism represented. Consider next
"Les Sabines", this canvas is composed of correctly placed
figures, who
,
in the face of danger, are made to assume he-
roic poses so as best to show their beautiful classic bodies,
especially the two warriors in the foreground. There is no-
thing personal in that grouping, in those pale conventional
colors. How turn to Delacroix's work, is Dante impassive in
the face of danger? Ho, he dares to cringe, to draw bach
1. Caff in, Charles. How to study pictures, p.3C7.
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with the horrible vision before him clearly written on his
ieatures and in his gesture; and the damned are convincing
they are convulsed by pain and remorse tearing at their
every fibre. This was the work of a youth of 23, already a
master. .David, a veteran of 74 years, when he saw it ex-
claimed: "Where does it come from? I do not recognize the
1
style". Delacroix has dared to put all the fire and vigor
of his soul into his painting: "Ce qu'il y a de plus rdel
en moi, cc sont les illusions que je crde avec ma peinture.
To return once more to the "mal du si&cle". In
kusset’s "Huit de mai" and "Huit d’octobre" as well as in
"Les confessions d’un enfant du sidcle ;i it is the poet’s
innermost soul crying for sympathy and understanding, kusse
was the poet who held aloof: "kon verre n’est pas grand, mais
je bois dans mon verre." Lamartine’s "Le Lac" is one of the
most famous sorrowful love songs in the language. He mingle^
sentiment with nature in a most exquisite manner. There are
no detailed descriptions, but he suggests a veiled and sub-
dued atmosphere filled with such formless things as air,
wind, water, shifting clouds. His vague landscapes a,re
nearly all autumnal and captured during the morning mists
or at the twilight hour when:
"Les brises du matin se posent pour dormir,
Le rivage se tait, la voile tombe vide,
La mer roule & ses bords la nuit dans chaque ride,
Lt tout ce qui chantait semblent present gdmir
(Harmonies podtiques)
1. Gaff in, Charles, p. 306
2. Kourticq, Louis. p,336.
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An unknown artist has given us a picture of "Le Lac" of
Bourget, in Savoy neo.r Aix-les-Bains where Lamartine met
his "beloved Alvire and which he no doubt had in mind when
he wrote in "Le Lac":
"Q,ue le vent qui gdmit, le roseau oui soupire,
que les parfums ldgers de ton air embaumd
,
Q,ue tout ce qu’on ente^d, l 1 on voit ou l’on respire,
Tout dise "Ils ont aimd"’.
To me Corot’s painting is akin to Lamartine’s poetry
for none but Corot, who was a belated Romantic, has ex-
pressed the full mystery of the morning and he too has
caught that other moment when the daylight dies and the
world turns from work to rest... the twilight hour. Look
for a moment upon "Le soir", "Orpheus Greeting the Morning
"Dance of Lymphs, Morning", then turn again to Lamartine
and you will get the full significance of my meaning.
Daubigny, another delightful artist, also loved to depict
the morning atmosphere, pleasing notes of blossoms on shrub
and effects of pearly color. Lamartine has that eliect on
you also. Bor "Souvenir" of Lamartine’s Meditations' , Le-
conte made two vignettes, one shows the poet thinking of
the one he has loved and lost, overcome by sorrow: "C 1 est
toi que j’entends, que je vois dans le adsert, dans le
nuage." In the other, the young man attempts to hide from
his sight the vision of a maiden, crying: "Lon, to n’as pas
quittd mes yeux; .
.
,Et quand mon regard soli taire .
.
.Cessa de
..
t .
... ...
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te voir sur la terre , . . .Soudain je te vis dans les cieux."
Vigny's Chesterton was also afflicted w ith an aggra
vated case of "le mal du si&cle". The young poet was done
to death "by a materialistic, uncompromising and calculating
society, hut before dying, this victim of a harsh world
uttered these unforgettable words: "J’ai manqud de respect
a mon ame immortelle, je l’ai loude & l’heure et vendue."
Vigny wrote in the preface of this play which is, in rea-
lity, a symbol of himself: "C’est l'histoire d’un homme
qui a dcr-it une lettre le matin et qui attend la r^ponse
jusqu’au soir: elle arrive et le tue
.
ll Edouard Hay made a
very attractive frontispiece for the 1635 edition oi
" Chatterton"
,
while Kenri Monn i er painted a charming
picture of Marie Dorve-1 in the role of "Kitty -t-ell".
Hugo’s and Dumas’ heroes are strangely afflicted
with the "malaaie romantique ; : Didier, Ruy-^las, nernani
and Antony all suffered because of their station in life,
whether they were bandits, or unhappy wretches, ciisinhen
or cast out of the social pale, all railed against
society
all blamed Kate and sought vengeance, Let me quote a
typic
soliloquy of a hero suffering from melancholia, tinier
in
"Marion de Lorme" was a "misanthrope par excellence .
"Seul, et vingt ans , la vie 6ta.it am£re et triste;
Je voyageai ; je vis les homines, et j ' on pi is
En haine quelques-uns et le reste en mepns;
Gar je ne vis qu’orgueil, que misfere et que peine
ted
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Sur ce miroir terni qu’on nomine face hurnaine;
Si bien que me void, jeune encore, et pourtant
Vieux, et du rnonde las comme en l'est en sortant
he me heurtant k rien 0 C1 je ne me adchire;
Trouv nt le rnonde rnal
,
mais trouvant l’homme pirc'.'
^n 1831, Paul Iiuet exhibited "Un Pay
s
n £°" representing the
sun setting behind an old abbey and inspired by these lines
of Hugo’s: "Trouvez-moi
,
trouvez-moi
Quelque asile sauvage,
,uelque abri d’ autrefois:
Trouvez-le bien sombre
Eien calme
,
bien dormant
Gouvert de silence et d’ ombre
Cachd profonddment
.
"
for some inexplicable reason I always want to
group Hugo’s old isolated towers and forgotten abbeys with
Thdodore Rousseau's solitary, gnarled oaks. ..both express
such infinite loneliness an. melancholy. I might even go so
far as to place side by side Hugo’s own drawing of"le Cha-
teau-fort” and "La Tourgue" and such paintings of Rousseau'
as "Les Chenes”, "la Kutte aux charbonniers
"
,
"Sortie de
Poret", and that magnificent painting "le Chene finsoleilld"
Rousseau reveals ev ry detail of the age and chare cter of
the tree he is painting; notice the old twisted trunk which
has suffered for many long years during which it has tried
to eke out an existence on that rocky soil, its knotted
branches like arms stretched towards heaven in a prayer for
help and sustenance, the dark, dense, somber foliage through
which the sun scarcely penetrates. In what more telling
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manner could the artist have expressed the silent trouble
of his heavy heart? The very fact that the"pay sagistes " did
not seek inspiration in literature, but took their easels
and brushes into the forest... the forest of Fontainebleau.,
and there, face to face with nature, proceeded to inter-
pret it through the veil of their own emotions, probably
accounts for the tortured, hardy trees of Rousseau and the
sweet misty, fairy-like mornings and evenings of Corot.
Corot once said as he was comparing himself with Rousseau:
'Rousseau is an eagle. As for me, I am a lark putting forti
1
some little songs in my gray clouds." How true it is’
Corot was a poet and master of exquisite refinement.
= . . -
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CHAPTER IV
LE SATAHISME'
Closely allied with the melancholy mood v/as the
satanic mood, for when the Romantic waxed over-melancholy
he became cynical and macabre. The satanic hero is often
an outlaw, a bastard, a bandit, always a rebel against so-
ciety and social lav/. Dumas’ Antony, the innumerable Don
Juans and above all Byron himself were the great heroes of
the Satanic School; they are the most extreme characters of
the eccentric Romantics and to them all things are possible
they curse by Satan, they practise suicide, murder, rape,
adultery, torture and incest. "J 1 ignore a’oft je viens, et
j
’ ignore oft je vais", says one of them who typifies this
crutal
,
cynical pose.
There was among the Romantics of that period, a
/ounger set comprised of artists and writers who formed
themselves into a band called the " Jeunes-Brance
"
.
It v/as
their fervent ambition to "dpater le bourgeois" by their
Literature, art and life itself. Their attitude was that of
a, younger child who shocks his elders by his pranks. Life
nas to them a riotous orgy, this fact being fundamental to
the Satanic School. Its advent v/as natural enough for these
/ouths had practically been brought up on "Werther"
,
"Paust 1
,
"Don Juan", and Byron, "Y/erther" v/as more of a melancholy
= 1 - 1 "
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than a satanic type, still, he h; d about him that air of
fatality so dear to all Romantics.
"Faust", however, with his picturesque garb, his me-
dieval musty folios and alchemists paraphernalia, his homun
cuius and his fruitless endeavors to solve the mysteries of
the universe, was a favorite. With Faust came Satan or Meph
topheles, a creature much changed in conception during his
transition from the German to the French, ho longer is he
a heavy, ugly devil. Now he has a human form, tall, slender
handsome, with hisjlittle pointed beard la fran^aise",
altogether alluring with his witty sarcastic manner, lie is
the diabolical adventurer. Standing with his large black
cloak thrown over his slight figure, his long nose and
Ls-
5
little red quill of his cap finely etched against a lighter
background, he brings to mind what Claudius urillet ap t ly
calls "a curious mixture of Don Juan and Cyrano".
Gerard de Nerval was one of the first to translate
"Faust" and Delacroix was the first French painter to
illustrate it. During the past year in Paris, there
was
held at the Biblio th&que Rationale in the Galene
Mazarine
a cer. tenary exposition of literary Romanticism.
Among other
treasures was exhiU ted a first edition of
“i’aust, tragd-
die de Goethe, traduite en franjais par K. Albert
Stapfer,
ornde d’un portrait de l'auteur et de 17
dessins compos da
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d’apr&s les principales scenes ae 1’ uvrage et exdcutds sur
pierre par H. Eug&ne Delacroix". Among the letter known
i lxus tra t i on s are :"Mdphisto dans les airs"; "Faust dans
son cabinet "... Pauvre crane vide, que veux-tu dire avec ton
grincement hideux?; "Ldphisto apparait k Faust"
.. .Monsieur
,
pourquoi tout ce vacarme? i^ue demande monsieur? Qu ’ y a-t-il
pour votre service?; "Faust et Marguerite dans la rue"...
ka belle demoiselle oserai-je vous offrir mon bras et vous
reconduire chez-vous?; "karguerite au rouet
"
. .
.
Sans toi,
1’ existence n’est qu’un lourd fardeau; ce monde si beau
n’est qu’un tombeau dans ton absence; "Marguerite k l'dglis
...Marguerite: kalheureuse ’. Ah’, si je pouvais me soustraire
aux pens^es aui se succkdent en tumulte dans mon ame et
s’dl^vent contre moi’. Mdphisto: La col^re de Dieu se fond
sur toi. La trompette sonne .. .Malheur k toi 1.; "Faust et
Mephisto dans la nuit de Sabbat ".. .Faust
:
Q,ue vois-je re-
mu e r autour de ce gibet? Mephisto: c’est une assemblde de
sorciers.; "Faust dans la prison de Marguer ite ".. .Faust
:
Reviens SiPtoi’. un seul pas et tu es libre. Mdphisto: Q,ue
de paroles inutiles 1, que de ddlais et d 1 incertitudes . Mes
chevaux frissonnent; l’aube blanchit l’horizon."
We find among Goethe’s conversations collected by
Ackermann and translated by Emile D^lerot, this passage in
a letter doted November 29, 1826, speaking of the sketches
1. Robaut, Alfred.
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Delacroix had just made for "Faust": "I say then, that such
drawings contribute enormously to a complete understanding
of the poem. It is a fact, for the more perfect imagination
oi the artist makes us visualize the scenes such as he has
pictured them to himself. And, if I must admit that M. Dela-
croix has surpassed in imagination the scenes which 1 myself
had written, how much more will the readers find all these
compositions filled with life and even surpassing the pictu-
res which they had conjured up in their imagination." what
greater approbation could an artist hope for than such words
of understanding from so great an author as Goethe? Tony
Johannot made several vignettes for both "derther" and
"Faust"; Louis I oulanger gives us thre~ scenes from "Fau. t" ,
while Ary Scheffer, under Germanic influence, paintec. five
Karguer ites and four Fausts.
The theatrical season of 1822 and especially that
of 1827 did much to further popularize Shakespeare in
France, and to the French, Shakespeare was one of the greats
est of the Romantics, There were presentations of Hamlet,
jthello, Romeo and Juliet, Macbeth, King Lear, Richard III,
the Merchant of Venice and Julius Caesar. Tears flowed
freely over the sad fate of Ophelia and. Juliet; audiences
were thrilled over the evil machinations in Macbeth and
Dthello; the fatality in King Lear, Julius Caesar, and the
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Merchant of Venice gripped their imaginations. Artists were
inspired and during the next few years the Shakespearian
influence is strongly felt, from Delacroix’ u inimitable
brush same a series of sixteen works on hamlet besides six
separate compositions : "Hamlet contemplant le crane d'yo-
rick"; "Hamlet et sa m&re"; "Hamlet et 1’ ombre de son p£re'
;
"Insultes d’ Hamlet et d’Ophdlie"; "Hamlet et Horatio";
"Hamlet veut suivre 1’ ombre de son p&re"; "Hamlet ft.it
jouer aux comddiens la sckne de 1 ’ empoisonnement de son
pere"; "la mort d’Ophdlie"; "la mort d’Hamlet". "Macbeth"
prompts three canvasses, a "Lady Macbeth", "Macbeth con-
sulting the witches", and Iiacbeth hearing the voices of
the witches : "Macbeth
,
you shall be king". From "Othello",
we have "Othello and Desdemona", and two interpretations
of "Desdemona cursed by her father". Finally from "Romeo
and Juliet", a passionate scene between the two lovers
"les adieux de Romeo et Juliet". In his turn Louis Boulan-
ger drew from Shakespeare; "Romeo buying po ison ", "Othello
"
"the Merchant of Venice". Perhaps the best known of Boulan-
ger’s paintings is a scene from "Iling Lear " . . .Ayant perdu
la raison, le vieux roi Lea.r, erra dans une bruy&re, accom-
pagnd de son fou, par une nuit dpouvan table ’ . Devdria por-
trays a scene from "Romeo and Juliet"; "Un pie< ; sur
l’6chelle de soie, Romeo chassd par le jour et le chant de
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l’alouette, se sdpare de sa bien-aimde."
It was in 1827 that u der the direct influence of
Shakespearian drama, the important preface to "Cromwell"
was written. Hugo was present at many performances and
these were to him as to Dumas, a rev< lation, a revelation
of a new conception of dramatic art. "Fair is foul and foul
is fair "... cried the witches in Macbeth. Whereupon Hugo
went home and wrote his confession of faith and in it spoke
of the drama, which smelts in one blast the grotesque and
the sublime, the teirible and the ludicrous, tragedy and
1
comedy. In 1829, Vigny translates "Othello", in 1839, the
"Merchant of Venice", and with these paved the way for a
complete translation of Shakespeare, similar to that al-
2
ready existing in Germany.
"On dtait ivre de Shakespeare" said Gautier and for a
time so it seemed but Byron’s influence grew rapidly until
it overshadowed the t of Shakespeare. For "la jeunesse va
d’ instinct aux oeuvres les plus sombres et les plus d^sol^s.
Byron lui pla^t parcequ’il rdpond h sa, tristesse; et & son
3
teur il l’aggrave et la nourrit." By 1830 and after, the
sa.tanism of Mephisto was coupled with the cynicism of Don
Juan
.
For about fifteen years, roughly from 1820 to 1835,
4
Byron was the supreme influence of the Satanic School.
Manfred, Lara, the Corsair, Childe Harold, the Gia.our and
1. Draper, F.' The Rise and fall of Romantic drama. p*99.
2
.
Ibid
. p. 102 ,
3. Est&ve, Edmond, p.164
4
.
Wright
, C .H .C
. p . 155 .
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Don Juan were the great models:
"Ressembler & Manfred’ oh’, la joie enivrantei
Avoir la bouche am&re et le front souc.eux,
lgnorer a jamais 1’espdrance riante,
St se sentir maud it’, et blasphemer les cieux."
(Frangois Roussel^
The Jeunes-France fairly devoured Myron's works in English
as well as Pichot’s translation of 1819-1820. His dandyism,
his sarcasm, his passionate and impetuous lyricism, the mys
terious melancholy that surrounded him, his capacity to
combine passion and voluptuousness with cruelty and blas-
phemy, all exercised a sort of morbid fascination on the
poets and painters.
The a.rtists contributed much to the success of Byroni
influence in the Romantic movement. Gdric;. ult in 1819-1820
publishe two lithographs "Lara blessd", and "le Giaour’,
in the latter, the horses are the most important details.
In 1623, he made, in collaboration with Eugene Lami , four
new lithographs published by Gibaut: "Mazeppa", "Giaour 5 ’,
2
"Lara", and "la Fiancee d ' Abydos"
.
But of all the artists,
Delacroix was perhaps the most widely influenced by the
wealth of material furnished by the works of the English
author; he was fascinated by Byron as his "Retires" and
his "Journal" will bear witness. The intensity and dura-
tion of this passion for Byron can be fully appreciated
when we consider the number of paintings drawn irorn his
1. l.aigron, Louis. Le Romantisme et la mode, p, 179.
2. Clement, Charles. Catalogue de 1’ oeuvre de Gdricault.
C-azette des Beaux Arts. 1866. XX-529.
c
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works. Betwe> n the years 1824-1856, hardly a year passes
but Delacroix treats some Eyronic subject. From Robaut and
Chesneau "L* Oeuvre complet d’Eug£ne Delacroix", I have
chosen a number of representative works as exhibited in the
salons: 1824 "kazeppa"; 1826 "le Doge Marino Faliero con-
damn £ k mort"; 1827 "la Mort de Sardanapale
" ,
"la kort de
Hassan", "le Combat du Giaour et du Pacha"; 1628 "Mazeppa"]
"le Prisonnier de Chillon"; 1830 "Gulnare"; 1834 "le Pri-
sonnier de Chillon"; 1638 "la Confession du Giaour"; 1839
"la Barque de Don Juan"; 1840 "le Haufrage de Don Juan";
1843 "la Fiancde d’Abydos"; 1847 "la Mort de Lara"; 1849
"le Giaour poursuivant les ravisseurs de sa maitresse";
1851 "la Fiancde d’Abydos"; 1855 "les Deux Foscari". "la
po^sie violente et colorde du grand Anglais dtait pour son
imagination un cordial hdroSque qui en surexcitait la force.
Pile rdveillait en lui 1’ insatiable ddsir de produire."
(Journal II. p 189)
The salons of 1627 seems to have been the most impor-
tant year for the exhibition of Eyronic subjects, for we
find, besides the Delacroix paintings named above, a
"Mazeppa" by Louis Boulanger, who treated this subject no
less than seven times, and two "Mazeppas" of Horace Vernet,
During the following years innumerable illustrations were
executed by Devdria,the Johannot brothers and C^lestin
'
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Nanteuil. in 1831 was exh ibi ted. ’’Don Juan naufragd trouvd
par Haidd" by Alfred Johannot; in 1832 "Giaour" and in
1853 "Mddora" by Ary Scheffer; in 1835 "Giaour racontant
1
sa. vie au moine" by Lefebre. The sculiotors, rather than
fashion Byronic types, represented Byron himself in bronze
At the salon of 1834 Klagmann exhibited a series of sta-
tuettes of the poet. In 1838, David d’ Angers commemorated
the memory of the author of Ghilde Harold with a medallion
of ,: la silhouette fatale".
Byron presented Romantic literature with a ready-
made hero. This hero was a. man of mystery, proud and scorn
ful, pa.ssing through life as an outcast from society, pre-
destined to some terrible end, he blames mankind and is it
foe. An evil spirit overshadows his very existence and
keeps him from ever hoping for happiness. He is "l’homme
fatal" par excellence, "more sinned against than sinning
Satanic byronism entered everyday life. Young men made up
A la Byron. . .floating hair, pallor, sunken eyes, cavernou;
voice; les Jeunes France tried to act like him, to talk
like him: "Every man was a Byron seeking^to utter tne
voice of his own heart for good or evil" The usual con-
versations of these young men, these bad boys of the day,
centered around orgy and adultery. they found much encou-
ragement in the dramas of Dumas and Hugo, as it was to
n* il
1. Landon, Gustave. Salons.
2. Rosenthal, Ldon. La peinture romantique sous la Monarch
<*e Juillet
. Gazette des Beaux arts. 1912. v. 7
. ). 220.
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drama that the Byron ic hero Best adapted himself. "Adultery
1
was made fashionable in literature by Dumas 1 "Antony
"
.
Champ i leury wrote in his "Vignettes Roman tiques " : 1’orgie,
c’dtait avec la beautd et la richesse, la sensualitd l’oubl
de la vie, les joies de l’enfer, la rdvolte contre la so-
ciety, le ddlire des sens, l’homme aevenu male, la femme
femelle. Q,ue de belies orgies au thdatre, dans les livres.'
Dumas” "Antony" is the perfect Byronic hero. The
author ma.de him an intelligent, tall, satanically attrac-
tive individual "aux yeux fixes et sombres", wi th a strange^
pov;er over women. Antony was Satan in a black frock coat.
Gautier says that certain phrases by antory were "satanic
in the mode of the day".
i
.both Hugo an d Dumas gave much sa.ta.nic meloarama to
the Drench stage but surprisingly little inspiration did
it offer to artists. Rrom Antony" s,nd "la Tour c.e iiesle
"
there is nothing, yet, both did much to influence youth.
Devdria, drev; one scene from "Henri III et sa Cour" , act
3, scene 5 which presents the Due de Guise clasping the
Duchess’ arm with his gauntlet of steel. He is forcing her
to write to Saint-Mdgrin , her lover: "Scrivez, vous dis-jel"
...La Duchesse: Vous me faites mal, Henri; vous me faites
ys
horiblement mal. Grs.ce’."
Marion de Lorme, in a play by Hugo of that name
,
1. Wright, C.H.C% p.142.
J . . *i
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is an attractive character and Cdlestin Kanteuil does her
full justice in a charming picture. Marie Dorval, v;ho plays
the role of the courtisane reha/bili tated by love, is painte
in her costume of act 4. From the same play, Louis Boulan-
ger paints a vivid scene wherein the immense litter of Car-
dinal Richelieu is carried by twenty-four guards on foot,
surrounded by twenty others carrying spears (act 5, scene
1 ). resides this, Boulanger made eight other sketches from
the play in 1852.
The death scene from "Kernani" was reproduced picto-
rialiy several times; once by Bev^ria "Bona Sol and Hernani
meurent empoisonnds
" ,
the other "Berni&re sc&ne d’Hernani
avec Bofia Sol, Bon Ruy Gomez et Hernani" is unsigned. There
is also the v/ell-known caricature by Granville "les Roman-
tiques k la premiere representation d’ Hernani". This per-
formance, as is well knovm, was the occasion of a veritable
battle between the Classicists and the Romantics. In this
picture, we see them exclaiming the dealh scene with much
gusto, while in the foreground a Jeune-France is pulling
an "old perruque’s" beard. A Frenchman never fails to see
the comic side of a situation. From "Le Hoi s’s.muse" an un-
known brush has interpreted the fourth scene of act one;
"Pour faire sa, cour k Frangois Premier, amoureux de la com-
tesse de Coss<3, le bouffon Triboulet se moque du comte de
'.
: . \ . . j i r * . : ' - r T "I ,;lo
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* Goss^ dont il raille 1 1 embonpo int
" . Another painter shows
Francis and his court visiting the tombs of the kings at
Saint Denis. In 1832, Tony J'ohannot paints "Triboulet re-
connait le corps de sa fille".
.h^ophile Gautier painted Juliette Drouet’s picture
in the role of Princesse Kdgroni from "Lucr&ce Borgia". She
is a very elegantly dressed and the sketch bears the fol-
lowing caption: "On aurait dit une couleuvre debout sur
sa queue tant elle avait une demarche onduleuse, souple et
serpentine . " In 1833, Banteuil gives his version of Lucr&-
ce Borgia pouring out oison for Gennaro.
Hugo’s ea.rlier novels are singularly tinged with the
"awful". There are two sketches of "Han d’Islande" at the
I Musee Victor Hugo. One shows the monster kneeling at the
entrance to his cave, drinking the blood of his victim,
this is signed "G.R." The other shows "un rnonstre hideux
au visage de tigre, aux membres ramassds, aux dpaules san-
glantes k peine couvertes d’un peau encore fraiche, aux
grandes mains arrndes d’ongles, au regard flamboyant."
Rochegrosse and Hugo both made drawings of "Gwynplaine " in
"L 1 Homme qui rit' !
. Dev^ria made the frontispiece for the
1826 edition of Bug- Jargal " . The scene is taken from chap-
terlLIV. and shows captain d’Auverney clinging to the branch
of a tree while the little black dwarf Habidrah tries to
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pull him down into space. L'anteuil also made a frontispiece
for "rug- Jargal " and of the two, it is the most attractive!
In the center is c negro surrounded by a wealth of tropical
foliage, with scenes of an exotic nature at intervals.
Louis Boulanger's interpretation of "Le dernier jour d’un
condamnd" is gruesome: the condemned man in his dungeon is
forced to face three headless creatures who threaten him.
It is from the macabre element in Hugo the t Louis Boulanger
got many of his "nightmare" scenes. The most famous of
these is "la Ronde de Sabbat" from Hugo’s "Odes et Ballades",
'the revel of the evil spirits takes place beneath the ar-
ches of a Gothic cathedral, around the main altar. In the
center an impure creature wearing the mitre and carrying
the crosier surveys the infernal procession:
"On croirait voir l’enfer tourner dans les tdnkbres,
Son zodiaque affreux piein de signes fui-£bres,
Lous volent darns le cercle ernport^s k la fois.
Satan r&gle du pied les dclats de leurs voix,
Lt leurs pas dbrs.nlant les arches colossales
Troublent les morts couches sous le pavd des dalles."
Other sketches in this vein are "la Ghasse infern&le", and
a scene from "Fantomes", which shows a young girl being
taken from her mother’s arms by a repulsive skeleton with
bat-like wings
:
"Llle est morte, k quinze ans
. ,
.
Lorte au sorti d’un bal...
Lt des bras d’une m&re dgarde,
La mort aux froides mains la prit toute par£e
Pour l’endormir dans le cercueil."
4
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Boulanger’s painting is a continuous nightmare; he inter-
prets the very soul of the strange conceptions, halluci-
nations and visions of macabre poetry.
Alfred de Vigny's chief contribution to the Satanic
School was "Lloa", from which a sketch by Ziegler was made
in 1835. Vigny is indebted to the English poet chiefly
for the form and details of some poems as well as for the
idea of utilizing poetry as the vehicle of philosophic
thought rather than any satanic morbidity.
Bor an entire generation Byronism triumphed in
Prance, Brought into vogue around 1819 by Pichot’s transla-
tion, it passed gradually with the Romantic school about
1850; but satanism, as a form of mystical religiosity
mixed with debauchery, lingered on through Baudelaire to
1
men like Verlaine and the late XIXth century decadents.
Of the three great foreign influences on Prench Romanticism,
only the cult of Shakespeare and Goethe has endured. Be-
cause as Estlve says, and I agree with him, "Byron aux
hornmes de son temps n’a r6v6l6 qu’un homme ; l’avenir est
ceux qui aux hornmes de tous les temps r^vfelent 1 ’ human itd.
>
1. Wright,
2. Estlve,
E.H.C. p-156.
Edmond, p-524.
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CHAPTER V
RELIGION
It must not be supposed from the foregoing
chs.pters that the Romantic heroes v/ere all melancholy
"homrnes fatales", or brutal cynics who swore by Satan
instead of by God. The Romantics were anything but homoge-
neous, they were eccentric. They wanted to be different and
if necessary they stood on their heads to show how diffe-
rent they were from the despised bourgeois who stood on
its feet. And so it is that running parallel with the
satanic manner, we have a religious manner. The loth centu-
ry philosophers and revolutionary leaders had dispensed
with religion, abandoned the God of their fathers and set
up a Ddesse de la Raison. The Romantics therefore must
show their originality by going back to God end especially
to the Catholic Church. Lamartine , Lamennais, Hugo and
especially Chateaubriand are the principal leaders in this
religious revival. Lamartine voices this note in his poe-
try and finally turns to politics in order to save liance
from perdition. Hugo regards himself as a Messiah who has
"charge d’ames", His literary manifesto, the "Preface de
Cromwell", is founded on Christianity .. .a Christianity
which teaches men that he has two lives, one tem^or^ry
,
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the other eternal. He bids us remember that for all that in
sublime there is also something grotesque, even in religion,
for how else could we account for a thousand imaginative,
superstitious creatures, such as might be found in Hugo's
poetry or in the art of Nanteuil and Boulanger?
This is literary and aesthetic criticism, but with
the appearance of Chateaubriand's "G^nie du Chr ist ianisrae
"
there was reawakened in the hearts of the people a feeling
for religion, a feeling which had been quite generally for-
gotten and trodden under foot during the latter pert of the
16th century. "Ce fut done, pour ainsi dire, au milieu des
ddbris de nos temples que je publiai le "Gdnie du Christia-
nisme", tour rappeler dans ces temples les pompes du culte
1
et les serviteurs des autels." However, Chateaubriand did
not attempt to write a theological treatise when he wrote
,: le Genie", he wanted only to show the supremacy of
Christianity over all other religions from a poetic and
artistic standpoint. I should say that the author , carried
away by noble and harmonious influences, saw only the
beauty of the Catholic religion, for "this great work is a
2
work of Christian art, but above all, a v/ork of art." The
main significant feature of "le Gdnie" is th; t it made its
appearance at the moment when Napoleon, as Hirst Consul,
was about to officially recognize and restore Catholicism
1. Chateaubriand, Rene de . G^nie du Chr istianisme . p. 1.
2. Pellissier, Georges. Le rnouvament litteraire du XlXe
si&cle
. pJ59 .
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in France, and it was in 1602 that the Concordat ws.s signed
hy Napoleon and Pope Pius VII. Thus Chateaubriand’s pas-
sionately eloquent work served at once as the glorification
and the justification of the Catholic faith.
The foremost figure of religious Romanticism is
Lamennais, who was also considered one of the most irnpor-
1
tarit influences in the democratization of French religion.
In 1808, he published his "Reflexions sur l’etat de l’Sglise
en France pendant le XVI lie si&cle et sur la situation
actuelle" which caused v/ide discussion. All his works are
characterized by sincerity and passion. He deeply influence I
his contemporaries, Lamartine, being one of the first to
succomb to bis power, but neither Hugo nor George Sand,
ignored it. There was a touch of Lamennais in the thought of
2
the whole Romantic generation. Lamennais’ religious life
was a stormy one, for he was an extremist. He began as an
ardent ultramontane, one of those in the Roman Catholic
Church v/ho favored the Trope's supremacy in opposition to
those who favored national churches. Then he wanted the
! Pope to become a popular leader and take the part of the
oppressed nations. By so doing, he showed himself more
Catholic than the ^ope himself. Finally, Lamennais fell
into disfavor with both the government and the Church, and
forced to choose between Church and democracy, he chose the
1. right, C.K.C. p. S3 .
2. Bddier et Hazard. Kistoire illustrde de la literature
frangaise. v.2, p. 231.
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latter. This choice made him lose all religious authority.
Tr
e died unreconciled wit* the Church and without political
influence, but s.s a literary and moral force on French de-
1
mocracy and religion, his influence was great. in a por-
trait of Lamennais by A y Scheffer, it is easy to see thi t
he was a man of strong convictions and deep thought.
Two other names to be considered are those of Lacor-
daire and Montalembert
,
both disciples of Lamennais. Lacor-
daire, the Romanticist of the pulpit”, broke with his maste
when the crisis in their relations with Rome came. Ke also
was interested in politics, but after his election to the
Rational Assembly in 1848, having been rebuken by his bi-
shop for calling himself a. Republican, he retired from poli
tics. Jammot left a very striking portrait of Lacordaire in
his Dominican robes. Montalembert ’ s "Life of Saint Eliza-
beth of Hungary", his "Life and Times of Saint Anselm", and
above all, his work "On the Duty of Catholics on the Ques-
tion of Freedom of Education" were vastly important, as in
the last named, Montalembert proved himself the leader and
champion of the Catholic party in its struggle against the
monopoly of education by the State.
As tyne went on, other writers became imbued with
religious feeling and there is not a major poet of the
Romantic period who did not bear some influence of Chris-
1. Fright, C.K.C. p„ 84 .
,
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tianity. Victor Hugo not only looked upon religion as the
most abundant source of poetic inspiration hut also as the
highest
a noble
drapeau
veil du
form of human thought. His odes are permeated with
Catholic spirit; he makes the cross "l'embldme et 1
de la rdforme podtique assoc id dtroitement au rd-
sentiment religieux." Lamartine's believing heart
e
and inspiring faith made him "1 ' interprdte harmonieux d’un
ideal qui confine au chr istianisme dans ses ravissements
plus tendres et dans ses dldvations les plus ferventes,"
Lever perhaps was Lamartine more religious than when he
addresses these words to Christ in "Le Crucifix":
le
"Tu sais, tu sais moutit’. et tes larrnes divines,
Dans cette nuit terrible oft tu prias en vain,
Le 1' olivier sacrd baigndrent les r&cines
Lu soir jusqu'au matin.
Le la croix, oft ton oeil sonda ce grand mystdre
,
Tu vis ta mdre en pleurs et la nature en dueil;
Tu laissas comme nous tes amis sur la terre,
Et ton corps au cercueil.
Au nom de cette mort, que ma faiblesse obtienne
Le rendre sur ton sein ce douloureux soupit:
quand mon heure viendra, souviens-toi de la tienne,
0 toi qui sais mourir."
Alfred de Vigny is first of all "le chantre aes mystdres",
a painter of biblical scenes as shown by his poems "Mofise",
"Samson", "la Femme adultdre", and "la Fille de Jephtd". as
for Alfred de lusset , in spite of himself and his will not
to believe, sorrows wring tears from him, despairing cries,
cries of suffering and distress that Voltarian skepticism
: =s
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could never have known. He pleads with this God in whom
he believes not, and \ hen he bursts forth with maledictions
1
these very invectives seem a prayer.
Art proved to be even more influenced by religion
than literature. Delacroix was a religious poet with a deep
feeling lor Christiani ty , a feeling at once touching, ele-
vated, and passionate, which translated itself into a
strange lyricism. His religious pa.intings have none of that
sweet calm humility one usually finds in such scenes; on
the contrary, they fairly teem with strong emotion and seem
almost to have been paintec "par un Chrdtien farouche,
2
irrit£, indign£". Look at his three scenes of the crucifi-
xion: two "Christ en croix" and another "Souvenir du coup
de la.nce de Rubens"; consider the two studies of "Christ
au Jardin des Oliviers", one in 182b which is now in the
church of Saint Paul-Saint Louis in Paris, the other in
1861; above all study that magnif icantly Catholic work "La
mont£ du Calvaire" and you will understand why Delacroix
seems almost fanatic in his religious conceptions. More
prosaic and less soul stirring are "La Vierge des moissons"
now in the church d’Orcemont; Saint Sdbs.stien secouru par
les Saintes Femmes"; "Lducation de la Vierge"; Le bon Sama-
ritain", "Disciples et Saintes Femmes relevant le corps de
Saint Etienne", " aniel dans la fosse a.ux lions", "Lutte de
1. Pellissier
,
Georges
.
p.85-86.
2. Blanc, Charles. Cauteries sur les artistes de mon temps.
p % 80.
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Jacob et^l ’ Ange
" , and les kiracles de 8a,int Benoit ( d’apre s
Rubens )
.
x rud ’ hon
,
in 1806, had already exhibited his poignantly
beautiful and romantic "Christ en croix", romantic because
of the sombre energy of its composition and the gestures of
i the personnages at the foot of the cross, but whatever ac-
tion we x ind expressed is entirely subordinate to the rich
effect of light, a a ins t which Christ’s body is vividly
etched, this last note was not lost on Delacroix’s keen
mind. That same year, Prud’hon’s famous "La Justice et la
Vengeance poursuivant le crime" was also shown. In this
painting, the artist has succeeded in portraying a tragic
drama replete with expression and movement.
Other artists followed the examples of Prud’hon and
Delacroix, and succeeded in painting many worthwhile reli-
gious subjects? many of which occupy places of honor in the
Catholic churches of Prance
.
G-ros did a beautiful interpre-
tation of "David jouant de la harpe prks de Sadi"; a highly
colorec "massacre des Innocents" was left us by Champmartin.
Deleroche did several paintings, such as "The Shrouding of
Christ... He wrapped him up in fine linen", The Young kartyr",
.
and "Saint Vincent of Paul". A "Jeanne d’-arc interrogde
dans sa prison" was painted by Horace Vernet. Ary Scheffer
painted four great religious subjects dealing with the life
' • w
1. Album de 1’ exposition Hugfene Delacroix. 1950.
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ol ohrist: 'Jhrist weeping over Jerusalem 1 ' is perhaps the
greatest of all and shows the strong qualities of zhe artis
imagination; "Lcce Homo" is compelling and inspiring; "Chri§>t
the consoler", and "the Temptation of Christ", which illus-
trates the scriptural statement: "Again, the devil taketh
him up into an exceeding high mountain, and shows th Him all
the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them; and saith
ur.to Him, all these things I will give thee, if thou fall
down and worship me". The artist has chosen to paint the
tempter and tempted at the dramatic moment when Jesus is
preparing to oeliver His answer. The benign expression on
the face of Christ is a triumph 1
.
In fact, so numerous were the religious paintings at
that time, that Mersey v/rote in the Revue des Deux Mondes
for May 1838: "Les sujets religieux sont de mode, il n’est
gu&re d’s.rtiste cette annde qui n’est fait son tableau de
saintetd"
.
In the Gazette des Beaux Arts for 1844, 1 found
this surprising bit of information concerning the exhibi-
tion of religious paintings ... in 1844 , there were exhibited
in the salon 234 canvasses dealing with religious subjects
as compared with the 125 of the previous year. xUiiong mese
pa in tings it is interesting to note that some sixteen suo-
jects were drawn from the Old Testament, ± ixt^-t.o tne
lives of the saints, such as "Sainte alisabeth de Kongrie"
—II
'
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by Glaise, "La Vision de Saint Oven" by ap^ert, "Saint
- .c l tin de j. ours oy . ohn, wort de Saint Sdbastien" one by
Poussin, the other by Richomrae; seventy-nine from the Lew
testament, among them, "Christ au jardin aes Oliviers" by
Tassaert, "l’Entrde du Christ a. Jerusalem" by Muller, "Le
Crucifiment" par Savinien Petit, "Christ march: nt sur la
mer appa.rait & ses disciples", by Lafont; thirty-two of the
Virgin and the Poly Family, the better known being, "La
Vierge & 1' Enfant" by Jourdy, "Vierge et 1’ enfant Jd us"
by Cibot, "la Sainte Famille" by Decaisne and "la Vierge
aux neiges" by Ziegler; finally twenty-three of the Holy
Head, the painting of "la Tete du Christ" by Colin is the
best known.
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CHAPTER VI
EXOTICISM
\7e have seen that the Romantics burned with a
*
desire to be different, to be original, to be anything
other than what they already were. They had a nostalgia
j. or the unknown, a restless desire to escape the ordinary,
t' e normal, and so they turned to what was new and startling
and foreign and strange. At first, they were satisfied with
the immediately exotic, the exoticism of English gardens,
Spanish architecture, even Swiss mountain scenery as ex-
tolled by Rousseau. This was called’ anglomanie’,' “dtrangd-
.
l«
romanie. and was a very mild form of exotic taste. Then
later, they wandered farther afield, to America, to the tro-
pics, to Greece and especially to the oriental countries,
wb ich in art especially, exercised a tremendous influence,
probably because the painters found there more color for
their Romantic canvasses. Even Ingres, the most classic of
the Romantic painters, so classic in fact, that some cri-
tics refuse to regard him as Romantic, found much inspira-
tion for his work in oriental subjects. An ’'orient de paco-
tille", a false orient, just as false as the medieval brie
a brae in the novels, was this orient of the artists and
writers .
.=
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Exoticism had been inherited from Bernardin de
Saint Pierre and Chateaubriand. In "Paul et Virginie",
Berdardin de Saint Pierre was perhaps the first to bring to
the eyes of his countrymen a nature vastly different from
anything they had ever heard of. Prom his pen flowed des-
criptions of a land of marvelous fertility, of luxuriant
flov/ers, grasses and trees, and the lie de Prance became a
sort of earthly paradise. Ch teaubriand augmented the taste
for the exotic with his descriptions of that comparatively
unknown country
.. .America . His descriptions in "Atala” and
the "Natchez" of virgin forests, the Niagara, the Lississip
pi and its fertile banks are famous. It is surprising to me
that no artist attempted to reproduce any of these beauti-
ful scenes on canvas. "L 1 Itindraire de Paris a Jerusalem",
s. sort of glorified guide book, took its readers to such
places as Athens, Sparta and Jerusalem, for this work bony
Johannot drew "Chateaubriand k sa sortie de Bethldhem."
During the decade of 1820-1830, an immense vista was
opened to artist and writers: the Greeks, with the assis-
tance of ngland and Prance, threw off the barbarous yoke
of the Turks
.
It was in Greece 8,1 so that the Eomant ic fa-
vorite Byron died as dramatically as he hs,d lived. Beuillet
painted an allegorical study of the death of -J r o n showing
Greece consoling him as he breathes his last; in the skies
--
---
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appear a number of Crusaders who tender a crown to the poet,
their brother crusader, who had helped the oppressed Chris-
tians against the infidels. In 1830, the Erench war with
the Bey of Algiers, captured the city. Traveling was made
fashionable, writers returned with copious notes and artists
with innumerable sketches. However, a visit to foreign
parts was not a prerequisite to writing or painting exotic
subjects as some of the most colorful descriptions of the
orient were made by men who had never touched the borders
of the Mediterranean. Hew names begin to appear as is
strikingly illustrated when in :'La Mu it de mai" the ,use
cries: "Bartons, nous sommes seuls, I’univers est k nous.
Voilh la verte Bcosse, et la brune Italie,
Jit la Grece, ma mere, oh le miel est si doux,
Argos et Ptel^on, ville de hdtacombes,
Et Messa la divine, agrdable aux colombes;
Et le front chevelu de Pel ion changeant,
_>t le bleu Titarese, et le golfe d-’argent
Q,ui montre dans les ee.ux oh le cybne se mire
La blanche Gloossone k la blanche Camyre."
Gusset's "Hamouna" and "Hadr id" abound in beautiful des-
criptions and in "Contes d’Espagne et d r Italie" recall
memories of
. . . .
"Venise
’.
o perfide cite,
A qui le ciel donna la fatale beautd' 1
(Portia ill)
Musset sings the beauties of a Spain he has never seen, but
what does that matter if the vision is beautiful enough to
rival reality:
"La lune se levait: sa lueur souple et nolle
Glissant aux trifles gris de 1’ ogive espagnole,
==
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Sur les pales velours et le marbre changeant
Melait aux flammes d ' or ses longs rayons d’ argent.'
(Don Paez 1829)
Lamartine spent several years in Italy and it was
there he experienced his idyllic love affair so charmingly
narrated in "Graziella". Kis journey to Pal stine in 1652
is told in "Voyage en Orient" for which Alfred Johannot
drew an illustration in 1636.
It was Hugo who wrote most glowingly of the Orient.
The horrors of the Turko-Gre- k war inspired the poet to
write his "Orientates " in which he devotes a section to
Greece and its heroes; the rest of the work offers scenes
of every sort laid in Spain, Italy and the Orient. These
poems resemble a glorious sunset with their riot a^nd blaze
of color which evoked a beautiful vision of the marvelous
imagery of the east. An unsigned frontispiece for the 1829
edition of the "Orientates" represents a beautiful maiden
dressed in turkish costume, dreamily gazing at the moon:
"La lune dtait sereine et jo ait sur les flots. La fenetre
enfin libre est ouverte a la brise. La suit. ne regarde..."
Louis Boulanger makes a charming lithograph of "Sara la
baigneuse " . . . . "Sara , belle d’ indolence,
3e balance
Dans un hamac
,
au dessus
Du bassin d'une font; ine
Toute pleine
D’ eau puissde a l 1 Illissus '
.
( Or iental XIX )
But it was in the art of Delacroix, Decamps and
u 'i . j
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Mar ilhat th t exotic ism can "be fully felt and appreciated.
As Hugo had he n inspired by the T'urko-Gre k war, so was
Delacroix
.
How dram.' ticaliy he presented this strug le in
"la Grbce expirant sur les ruines de Missolonghi
"
1 Greece
is a, lovely young girl dressed in her native costume, stand
ing on a mass of ruins, her hands outstretched as if all
had been lost and the last moment had come. This war was
a.lso responsible for that masterpiece "Scenes des massacres
de Scio", which when exposed in 1824 was called by Gros
"the massacre of painting", while Jal in his "Diet ionnaire
des arc’ itectes frangais" "giving utterance to the enthu-
siasm of all the fiery young spirits who were soon to come
to blows for Hugo’s "Hernani", wrote, "Je ne connais pas
M. Delacroix, mais, si je le rencontre je lui ferai la
sc&ne la plus extravagante
,
je 1 * embrasserai
,
je le fdli-
citerai et je pleurerai, oui, je pleurerai de joie et de
reconnaissance. Brave jeune hoinme’. la fortune lui soit en
aide’. II a bien mdritd des Arts; il a bien mdritd des
ennemis du despotisme; il l’a montr£ dans tcute son hor-
1
reur’. " The painting though sombre in subject is teeming
with emotion, despair, pity, tenderness, pride, ruthless
cruelty and death. In 1652 Delacroix made a journey to
Morocco which grea.tly influenced his art. ’...he notes and
sketches he made in his notebook are intensely interesting
1. Kingsley, Rose, p 289
'
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and were collected ana published in 1913 by Jean Guiffrey
under the title "voyage d’Lug&ne Delacroix au Maroc". Dela-
croix has reproduced most faithfully all the gestures, fea-
tuies and clothing of the peoples he studied. It is inte-
resting lo note that rarely does he paint the countryside,
always must there be movement, types, costumes and life,
i-uiiong the better known of his paintings of exotic subjects
are: "Aline la Mulatresse" whose features are beautiful
and striking; "Portrait du comte Palatiano", a gorgeous
figure; 1 >ote d'Afrique A Gibraltar", "Femme juive d'Alger
- <v n tsj's : e arabe
" ,
alive with the running horses and the
Hying rooes of the arabian horsemen; "Lion ddchirant le
corps d'un ^rabe"
; "les Convulsionnaires de danger ", one of
Delacroix's best; "Cald marocain visitant une tribu";
vomediens et bo. fions arabes" a gs,y colorful painting;
"Pirates africains enlevant une jeune femme"; "Chasse au
tigre' 1 et "Ohasse au lion" two powerful studies of the
struggle between man and beast; "Le repos des cavaliers
s-i ecs a beaut iiul nature study; and finally two of his best
known exotic paintings "Femmes A Alger dans leur aparte-
ment"
,
a memory of Africa, which evokes with strange in-
tensity, thejheavily made-up beauty of the three women , the
oriental luxury of the apartment and the indolence oi ha-
rem life. Look at the "boce juive dans le Maroc" for con-
"
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trast. ou can fairly hear the strange music and feel the
languid rhythm of the dancers, the warm colors against the
white walls of the building, the gorgeous pageantry of the
audience. How true was Baudelaire when he said "Delacroix
is a man who raised his art to the heights of great poetry",
for Delacroix was truly a poet of color and form.
Other interpreters of oriental subjects were Decamps,
Chass^riau and Marilhat. The former expressed his genius
through canvasses which abound in pleasing effects of
light and atmosphere, in gorgeous and colorful costumes,
in life. His "Sortie de l’Ecole" shows a band of joyous
Turkish children pouring out into the school yard knocking
one another about in the gay vivid sunshine. Other of his
works are "Cadj i-Bey
" ;
"Chef de 1a. police de Smyrne fai-
sant la ronde"; "un Corps de garde sur la route de Smyrne";
"Sup plice des crochets"; "Cavflerie turque asiatique tra-
versant un gud"; "Pirates grecs"; and "Lusiciens juifs a
Alger ". Chasseriau, though somewhat influenced by Dela-
croix, still retained his personality. Like Delacroix, he
observed the Algerian as much from a poet’s point of view
as from that of the artist. He tried to penetrate the very
soul of Islam. Hote especially his "Juives qui bercent le
nouveau nd", "Cavaliers arabes apportant 1 eurs aorta ,
"i^rabes d’Algerie", and especially 'le Khalifat de Cons-
-ii
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tantine Ali-Hamed
.
Prosper flarilhat was a pure orientalist
in that he painted exotic subjects exclusively. He had
traveled a great deal visiting Greece, Syria, Palestine and
Egypt, Italy and Algeria, so he really had authentic mate-
tial from which to draw his paintings, "losqude du Sultan
Hakern au Caire", "le Tomheau de Cheik prfes de Rosette" are
his two most famous paintings, hut his "Vue de Balbeck"
with its resting caravan, the "Nil" and "Egypte" will long
he remembered
.
Decamps and Marilhat may ha.ve been more truthful in
the interpretation of their subjects but Delacroix will
always be the greatest by the vigor and fury of his Arabian!
horsemen, by the suppleness, ease, and elegance of his
oriental women, \7e can easily see that the primary attrac-
tion was not the psychology of an unknown race, but rather
the brillancy of color and the abundant variety of pictures
que resources. To me exoticism was an exquisite flower in
the gloomy, tormented art of the XIXth century.
I
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CONCLUSION
When
,
in the early years of the 19th century,
Romanticism made its appearance as a definite School,
writers, artists and even the public lent a ready ear to
its voice; they all wanted something new. from time immemo-
rial, and for all time to corne, man will need inspiration,
a fresh view point. There are always minds th t dare seek
it and express it, for the soul’s desire for something dif-
ferent is responsible for schools of literature, painting
and architecture. The Romantic movement with such leaders
as Lamartine, Hugo, G^ricault, and Delacroix brought that
something new into literature and art. The classicists had
sought inspiration in ancient Greece, the Romantics ap-
pealed to the Middle Ages for support; the classicists had
repressed all that was individual, the Romantics gave full
vent to the emotions, full freedom to the imagination; the
classicists sought perfection of style, the Romantics
placed primary importance on content. A new emphasis was
given history, both medieval and modern, as exemplified
by Hugo and Lumas in their novels and drama, by Delacroix
in many of his pictures and by Gros in his canvasses of
Napoleonic history. A veil of sentimental sadness cast it-
self upon the spirit of the young Romantics, a melancholia
t: : J
:
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which received the name of "le mal du si&cle" and permea-
ted literature and art.
Closely allied with this melancholy mood was the Sata-
nic mood, for the Romantics invariably assumed a brutal
cynical pose, swore by Satan a.nd thought life a. riotous
orgy. The Romantics were an eccentric lot and swearing by
Satan in one breath, they praised God in the next, so that
parallel with the satanic manner, we have the religious
manner as found in the poetry of Lamartine, the preaching
of Lacordaire and the painting of Delacroix and Ary Schef-
fer. ihe desire to be di ferent led the Romantics far
afield into foreign countries, where the writers and artists
sang the praises of America, Italy, Spain, Africa and par-
ticularly the Orient. The whole Romantic movement had been
filled with a sense of mystery, with a love of adventure
and discovery. As Wordsworth said "In that dawning age
’ twas bliss to be alive, but to be young was heavenl" Art,
the .ornantics had declared, must spring from the untram-
rneled expression of the free spirit of man. "The will or
caprice of the poet" said Schlegel, "admits no law above
itself
.
"
The question arises as to the relative value of
Romantic art and Romantic literature. Were we to judge this
value by the popularity of the respective fields today,
*,
undoubtedly literature would prove its greater merit. Who
has not heard of Hugo, Dumas, Alfred de J.usset, Lamartine?
On the other hand, hov; many of the Romantic painters are
we familiar with besides Delacroix? ' ven today, of this
great painter, the question is being asked "What has become
of Delacroix?" Delacroix who was called the incarnation of
Romanticism in art. r'ublic admiration at present is domi-
nated by Lanet, Cdzanne and Renoir, but would these artists
have been what they were had it not been for the influence
of Delacroix? For Delacroix contributed to art a freedom
never dreamed of before, he removed obstacles which had
bepn as solid walls in front of man’s power of recognition,
it was to Delacroix that we owe a wonderful advancement of
coloring, the one contribution of the Romantic school of
painting to French a.rt. Only so far as the Romantic revo-
lution may be said to have embraced the colorist, can it
be considered the one phase of 19th century painting that
counts. "Ho durable school resulted from Romanticism, but
the consequences were such as to transform the very con-
1
ception of art" and literature. The memorable and signifi-
cant point of the whole Romantic movement is that "artists
in painting, in poetry, in prose, all made common cause.
George Sand, Delacroix, Musset, Devdria, Dumas, Hugo, all
strove with conviction for these useless things, which are
1. Hourticq, Louis, p.374.
, ,
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nevertheless so necessary to the life of the nation
I
potfry, grace, the ideal." The painters as well as the
writers contributed their share to the foundation of a new
manner of artistic expression. To be sure Romanticism as •
school was short lived, but its influence was tremendous;
it paved the way for something new, something that was no
longer Greco-Roman in inspirrtion.
I. Kingsley, Rose. p. 288.
..
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